DISCUSSION SESSION
VIEWS ON THE CONTENT AND APPLICATION OF AS287O-1996
Whilst the industry seems generally satisfied with AS2870-1996, the Residential Slabs and Footings Standard, there
are a few people in the engineering community who, for their own particular reasons, feel that the standard is less
than satisfactory. The following is one such critique' It is presented, together with a reply from an engineer who has
been associated with the development of this code since its original inception.
Anyone with strong opinions regarding the discussions presented here is invited to submit these opinions to the
ediior, in writing. Iithire is sufficient interest, they will be assembled for publication in the next issue of Australian
Geomechanics. (see also the guest editorial, this edition)

THE OPINION OF MR FRANK VAN DER WOUDE, BE, PhD
lntrod u ction
Australian Standard AS-2870, Residential slabs and footings, governs the design and construction of residential
footings in Australia. The Standard was introduced in 1986, and has since undergone a number of revisions' The
cufrent edition was published on 5 June 1996.
There are a number of other Standards and Codes, including Building By-Laws, regulating the residential construction
industry, but AS-2870 can be confidently said to be the most important, because most house failures can be
attributld to footing failure. The term "failure" is used here in the context of "failure to meet expected or prescribed
performance criteria". Excluding the rare incidence of catastrophic and potentially life-threatening failures caused by
i'loods or earthquakes, house failures can be limited to incidences of severe structural damage.

AS-2870 appropriately defines damage categories on a scale ranging from 0 (negligible) to 4 (severe).

The Past
Prior to the introduction of AS-2870 the construction of residential footings was largely determined by builders,
often with relatively minor input from Local Authorities: Slab-on-ground construction in those days consisted of a
shallow perimeter trench, a bricked up base, and an in-fill slab. Steel reinforcing in concretes was usually minimal,
as was Local Authority supervision.
It was not until the 1960's or thereabouts that Local Authorities started to exercise a more regulatory and supervisory
role, probably because by then slab-on-ground construction was rapidly gaining in popularity, and the awareness of
structural damage due to foundation movement was dawning. Local Authorities began accumulating site details in
the form of local maps, using the past performance of houses constructed in areas of similar site characteristics as a
guide. They then alio began specifying the type and size of footing they deemed appropriate to those identifiably
fharacteristic building sites. In so doing Local Authorities, probably unwittingly at the time, attracted some degree
of legal liability to themselves in the event of subsequent damage. It may be pure coincidence, but it appears to the
writei that these procedural changes occurred at around the same time as the litigation mentality in Australia began
to flourish.
Undoubtedly Local Authorities welcomed the introduction of AS-2870 with open anns as it was immediately
adopted almost without exception throughout Australia. By virtue of adoption by regulatory bodies, AS-2870 is a
mandatory document.
Whereas the first edition of AS-2870 appeared to permit the builder or architect or draftsman to design footings for

houses, Local Authorities went one step further by requiring residential footings be designed and certified by

registered professional engineers. Thus professional responsibility and legal liability effectively

fell on

the

engineering profession.

An earlier edition of AS-2870 contained the following interesting comment: "Adherence to the Standard will reduce
future litigation .....". More on this in the next paragraph.

The Present
As good as the intent of AS-2870 appears in theory, it has achieved little in practice. Aspiring litigants have no

chance of success, and the writer's advice to innocent victims of damaged houses, severely or otherwise, is to expend
their financial resources on repairing the damage. To qualify and substantiate this seemingly extreme accusation the
writer tends the following argument:
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AS-2870 adequately describes the physical principles underlying the design of footings. To a lesser extent it also
describes the engineering process whereby engineers could be reasonably expected to be able to design footings' The
design by enginLering piinciples involves many variables, yet, incredible as it is, AS-2870 has somehow elected to
preslribe deslgn soluiions requiring only one input pararneter, the site classification. This means that engineers do
not design foJtings in the true sense ol the word. they merely make a selection from a prescribed list' In other
words thiy have no choice, and hence to real professional responsibility, and finally to real legal liability'
Although engineers are probably quite happy with the present format of AS-2870, the widespread practice of simply
"Ooing-wtraithey are told' should also be viewed in the light of ethics. in the writer's opinion it is unethical to

desigi and ceriify footings without due care and professional responsrbility to the public' As is

stands,

unfoitunately AS-i870 virtually guarantees immunity against litigation. The hypothetical court defence is simply:
"My design is deemed to comply with the relevant mandatory document." Case dismissed'

Technical lssues
The writer has conducted extensive technical research on the subject over a period oftime spanning nearly a decade'
On various occasions information and guidance have been sought from the technical committee responsible for AS2870. Committee responses to date have been, at best disappointing, and at worst negative, suggesting the
committee has adopted a "status quo" attitude.

The writer has produced two articles on the subject. The tlrst article was refused publication by the Institution of
Engineers Austialia some years ago. The second article was submitted to IEAust only recently, together with a
req-uest to reconsider the first, on the grounds that the second article confirms the findings of the first'
The results produced in these two articles unequivocally demonstrate not only that the design solutions prescribed in

AS-2870 are highly questionable, but also that the mathematical models relied upon, in part, in publishing and

prescribing these solutions are fundamentally flawed' The articles also present alternative and fundamentally correct
design solutions.

The Future

?

In the writer's opinion the present format of AS-2870 is untenable' There appear to be only two options to rectify
this situation:
Delete the mandatory aspect of AS-2870, that is change it to a voluntary Standard' The design solutions in
AS-2870 would then be recognized as no more than industry guidelines, relying on notions no more than
"best
such as "satisfactory performance based on experience with this type of footing", "empiricism"'
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Clearly this option requires minimal revision of the current format of AS-2870, however it will be
absolutely esslntial to eliminate all references to alternative solutions by engineering principles and

references to responsibilities of the various parties involved in the residential construction process' In other
words the non-manclatory nature of AS-2870 should be unequivocally stipulated'

In the writer's opinion this option is retrograde

Delete the prescriptive design solutions from AS-2870, replacing same with a prescriptive process for
appropriateiy quatified professionals to arrive at solutions via the application of prescribed engineering
piin.ipt"t, which may or may not necessarily involve some mathematical process'

2)

This option would align AS-2870 with other similar Standards suoh as the timber, steel' and concrete
structures Standards for example.
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Readers interested in learning more about the writer's proposed design methods for stiffened raft footings are advised
to contact the writer directlY.
The writer's address is:

Cl-
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Griffith Road, SCARBOROUGH QLD 4020, Phone (07) 3880
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REPLY BY DR. PAUL WALSH
Senior Lecturer, The University of Newcastle

Foundation Chairman of AS 2870*
The Standard AS 2870 is intended for use in an Australia-wide home building industry and as such, has to accept the
legal basis, style and philosophy of that industry. In working to achieve this, considerable care has been given to
the need of home owners, builders, building authorities and both geotechnical and structural engineers.
The needs of all these groups have been satisfied by providing:
.
emphasis of professional input on site investigation and classification not on structural design
.
economical prescribed designs, proven by a combination of computation and empirical experience, that can
easily be selected by designers and checked by authorities.

.

r
.

extreme flexibility for engineers to use alternative designs or modifications of existing designs by
engineering principles.

basic design criteria against which regulatory authorities can assess the engineering merit of proposed
designs

defined peribrmance expectalions and provision of advice to home owners as to methods to moderate the
possibility of damage.

The emphasis on geotechnical input rather than on structural design has been based on experience of many
practitioners, building guarantee funds as well as from formal surveys that the main cause of damage is the failure to
recognise reactive clay, or to a lesser extent, flll on the site rather than any minor variations in accepted structural
design methods. As such, footing selection is the favoured, though not mandatory, method (as such AS 2870 has
much in common with other house building standards such as the timber framing code)
Nonetheless, within AS 2870 considerable flexibility is given to engineers to use engineering principles to design
foundations completely, or to modify other accepted designs. Only a minimum of mandatory agreed principles are
contained within Section 4 with additional informatit,e matter being given in Appendix F. The mandatory
engineering requirements are basically the need to compute moments and deflections from a soil structure interaction
and to limit moments to AS 3600 design values and deflections to tabulated values. This provides adequately for
conventional or innovative engineering. Appendix F includes advice about acceptable methods of soil structure
interaction which included reference to methods which the committee agreed complied with conventional engineering
principles of equilibrium, compatibility and stress strain laws, which in this case refer to moment curvature in the
beam and pressure movement relationships for the fbundation.
that the designs, whether provided by engineers or builders, have to be acceptable to the
building authorities. While in some parts of Australia authorities f'eel that there duty of care to home owners is
absolved by requiring an engineer's signature on the design, this does not apply everywhere and certainly does not
seem to apply if a failure is taken to court. Consequently, the standard has to provide specific guidance on prescribed
designs and acceptable design methods. However, as discussed above this has been done with the minimum of

It has to be recognised

restrictions on engineering designs methods.

In preparing the Standard, extensive consultation was carried out with the wide range of prof'essionals throughout
Australia. Several public reviews and forums have been held. Submissions have been received from many interested
people and groups. In rare cases, including Dr van der Woude, an opportunity was given to present their case
personally. Of the many submissions received most have had definite technical merit and where not accepted
entirely, many have still lead to improvements in the code. However, some are not accepted on the grounds that
they are based on technical principles that are not or could not be accepted by the engineering profession.

The acceptability of Dr van der Woude's particular rnethod of structural design to building authorities and to the
profession, ultimately rests on the acceptance by peer reviewed journals. There is nothing within AS 2870 to

inhibit this process.
Ultimately AS 2870 has to provide a system of design appropriate to the home building industry and to all the
stakeholders involved. I would suggest the combination of prescribed designs and miniuralist restrictions on
engineering principles has achieved that.

xAuthor of 60 papers and the recent handbook on footings
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